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Pre-Questions 
!  Can(you(name(or(describe(the(

techniques(that(you(are(familiar(in(

testing(reading?(

! What(might(be(the(reasons(of(testers(in(

preparing(such(type(of(questions?(

! How(can(you(understand(how(difficult(to(

understand(a(text(is(for(readers?(
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Introduction:  
Language testing 

Categories of language tests 
Placement     Diagnostic 
Progress (Achievement)  Proficiency 

Reasons for testing 
•  For an individual’s social and working life 
•  In education to assess learners 
•  For research purposes 

Testing takes place at every stage of our lives, as 
well as in the language learning process. 
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Testing reading 

Methods: 

•  discrete-point techniques:  

 to test a particular subject at a time  

•  integrative techniques:  

 to see the overall picture of a reader  

• Teachers feel uncomfortable in testing reading.  

• There are similarities between the designs of classroom 

activities and test items. 
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Categories of 
comprehension questions 

! Textually)explicit)questions:((

(question(information(and(correct(answer(are(given((

! Textually)implicit)questions:((

(combine(information(across(sentences(to(find(the(
answer(

!  Script5base)(scriptually)implicit))questions:((

(refer(to(the(background(knowledge(
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Techniques for testing reading 
!  The(Cloze(Test(
!  Gap(Filling(
!  CPTest(
!  The(Cloze(Elide(Test(
!  Multiple(Choice(Questions(
!  Summary(Test(
!  The(Gapped(Summary(
!  Dichotomous(Items(

!  Editing(Tests(
!  Question(and(Answer(Tests(
!  ShortPAnswer(Tests(

!  Matching(Tasks(
!  Ordering(Tasks(
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•  Deleting every n-th word (usually between 5 and 

12) and simply requiring to restore them. 

•  The tester cannot control which words to delete.  

•  Do not assess global reading ability but assess 

local-level reading. 

•  To achieve reliable results, at least 50 deletions. 

The cloze test 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 8(
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Sample cloze test (every 6th word deleted). 
No deletions in the 1st two sentences. 

It(was(almost(midnight.(John(was(still(awake(because(he(did(not(have(
to(get(up(early(in(the(morning.(1)(_____(favourite(actor’s(movie(on(TV(
2)(_____(just(finished.(The(bell(rang.(3)(_____(opened(the(door.(It(was(
4)(_____(flatPmate,(Tom.(He(had(forgotten(5)(_____(keys(at(home(in(
the(6)(_____.(He(seemed(too(tired(to(7)(_____(with(John(so(he(went(8)(
_____(bed(as(soon(as(possible.(9)(_____(felt(lonely(and(decided(to(10)(
_____(to(bed.(He(went(to(the(11)(________(and(brushed(his(teeth.(
When(12)(_____(came(into(his(bedroom,(he(13)(______(some(candies(
on(the(table.(14)(_____(ate(a(few(of(them.(15)(_____(candies(reminded(
him(of(his(16)(________.(Since(he(did(not(want(17)(_____(sleep,(he(
decided(to(look(18)(_____(some(old(photos.(He(felt(19)(_____(when(he(
saw(his(exPgirlfriend(20)(_____(in(a(photo.(He(remembered(21)(_____(
days(they(had(spent(together.(22)(_____(checked(his(watch(and(went(
23)(_____(bed.((

His 
had He 

his his 

morning chat 
to 

John 

go bathroom 

He 

noticed 

He 

The 
childhood 

to 

at sad 

Laura the 

He 
to 
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Gap-filling test 
!  Deletion(of(words(on(a(rational(basis,(not(based(on(any(

system.(

!  The(tester(can(control(the(test.(

!  Does(not(require(extracting(information(by(skimming.(

!  Since(the(tester(knows(which(words(have(been(deleted(

in(a(gapPfilling(test,(these(words(can(be(considered(to(

be(essential(to(meaning.(

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 10(
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Sample gap filling test:  
10 content words deleted 
It(was(almost(midnight.(John(was(still(awake(because(he(did(
not(have(to(get(up(1)(_____(in(the(morning.(His(favourite(
actor’s(2)(_____(on(TV(had(just(finished.(The(3)(_____(rang.(
He(opened(the(door.(It(was(his(flatPmate,(Tom.(He(had(
forgotten(his(4)(_____(at(home(in(the(morning.(He(seemed(
too(tired(to(chat(with(John(so(he(went(to(5)(_____(as(soon(as(
possible.(John(felt(lonely(and(decided(to(go(to(bed.(He(went(
to(the(6)(________(and(brushed(his(7)(_____.(When(he(came(
into(his(bedroom,(he(noticed(some(candies(on(the(table.(He(
ate(a(few(of(them.(The(candies(reminded(him(of(his(
childhood.(Since(he(did(not(want(to(8)(_____,(he(decided(to(
look(at(some(old(9)(_____.(He(felt(sad(when(he(saw(his(exP
girlfriend(Laura(in(a(photo.(He(remembered(the(days(they(
had(spent(10)(_______.(He(checked(his(watch(and(went(to(
bed.((

early 
movie bell 

keys 
bed 

bathroom teeth 

sleep 
photos 

together 
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Another sample gap filling test 
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C-test 
!  An(alternative(integrated(approach.(

!  Based(upon(the(same(theory(of(closure(or(reduced(

redundancy(as(the(cloze(test.(

!  Restoring(the(second(half(of(every(second(word.(

! More(reliable(and(valid(but(more(irritating(than(cloze(

tests.(

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 13(

Sample C-test:  
second half of every second word deleted 

It w____ almost midn____. John w____ still aw____ because 
h____ did n____ have t____ get u____ early i____ the mor____. 
His favo____ actor’s mo____ on T____ had ju____ finished. 
T____ bell ra____. He ope____ the do____. It w____ his flat-
____, Tom. H____ had forg____ his ke____ at ho____ in t____ 
morning. H____ seemed t____ tired t____ chat wi____ John 
s____ he we____ to b____ as so____ as poss____. John fe____ 
lonely a____ decided t____ go t____ bed. H____ went t____ the 
bath____ and bru____ his te____. When h____ came in____ his 
bed____, he not____ some can____ on t____ table. H____ ate 
____ few o____ them. T____ candies remi____ him o____ his 
chil_____. Since h____ did n____ want t____ sleep, h____ 
decided t____ look a____ some o____ photos. H____ felt s____ 
when h____ saw h____ ex-girlfriend La____ in ____ photo. 
H____ remembered t____ days th____ had sp____ together. 
H____ checked h____ watch a____ went t____ bed.  

as ight as ake 
e ot o p n ning 

urite vie V 
he ng ned or as 

mate e otten ys me he 

st 

e oo o th 
o nt ed on ible lt 

nd o o e o 
room shed eth e to 

room iced dies he e 
a f he nded f 

dhood e ot o e 
o t f e ad 

e is ura a 
e he ey ent 
e is nd o 
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The cloze elide test&&
!  Also(called:(‘intrusive)word)technique’,(‘text)retrieval’,(‘text)
interruption’,(‘doctored)text’,(‘mutilated)text’(and(‘negative)
cloze’.(

!  The(tester(inserts(words.(

!  The(testPtaker(finds(the(words(that(do(not(belong(to(the(text.((

!  Seen(as(puzzles(rather(than(language(tests.((

!  Used,(not(for(comprehension,(but(for(a(measure(of(
comprehension.((

!  The(number(of(correctly(identified(items(is(taken(as(a(
measure(of(reading(speed.(

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 15(

Sample close elide test:  
5 words inserted 
It was almost midnight. John was still awake because so he did 
not have to get up early in the morning. His favourite actor’s 
movie on TV had just finished. The bell rang. He opened the door. 
It was his flat-mate friend, Tom. He had forgotten his keys at home 
in the morning. He seemed too very tired to chat with John so he 
went to bed as soon as possible. John felt lonely and decided to 
go to bed. He went to the bathroom and brushed his teeth. When 
after he came into his bedroom, he noticed some candies on the 
table. He ate a few of them. The candies reminded him of his 
childhood. Since he did not want to sleep, he decided to look at 
some old photos. He felt sad when he saw his ex-girlfriend Laura 
in a photo picture. He remembered the days they had spent 
together. He checked his watch and went to bed.  

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 16(
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Multiple-choice question 
!  Consists(of(a(stem(and(a(number(of(options((usually(four),(from(
which(the(testee(has(to(select(the(right(one.(

!  Distractors(may(trick(deliberately,(which(results(in(a(false(measure.((

!  Requires(a(separate(ability.((

!  TestPtakers(do(not(necessarily(link(the(stem(and(the(answer(in(the(
same(way(that(the(tester(assumes(so(they(may(reach(the(correct(
answer(by(following(false(reasoning.(

!  TestPtakers(are(provided(with(possibilities(that(they(might(not(
otherwise(have(thought(of.((

!  TimePconsuming(to(prepare,(but(easy(to(evaluate,(also(a(machineP
markable(technique.(

!  Fashionable(since(marking(them(is(totally(objective.((
Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 17(

Sample MC question 

(After a text on the life of Edison) 
Edison created something new about 
a) once a month.  
b) twice a month.  
c) twice a week.  
d) once a week.  

question 

distractor 

distractor 

distractor 

the correct answer 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 18(
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Summary tests 
!  In(the$free'recall$test$(immediate'recall$test),)the(testPtakers(are(
given(a(text,(asked(to(read(it,(then(leave(it(and(write(down(
everything(they(can(remember.((

!  In(the$summary$test)which(is(accepted(as(a(more(familiar(variant,(
the(testPtakers(are(expected(to(summarise(the(main(ideas(of(the(text(
they(read(beforehand.((

!  Both(of(them(are(usually(scored(according(to(Meyer’s(recall$
scoring$protocol,(where(the(text(is(divided(into(idea(units(and(the(
relationship(between(these(idea(units(is(examined.((

!  The$problem:(whether(the(writing(skill(or(the(reading(skill(is(being(
tested.((

!  The$solution:(ask(the(testPtakers(to(write(the(summary(in(L1(or(
present(a(number(of(summaries(and(ask(them(to(select(the(best(
summary.(( Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 19(

Sample summary test 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 20(
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The gapped summary 
!  Introduced(to(overcome(the(problems(of(Summary(Tests.(

!  TestPtakers(read(a(text(for(a(limited(time(period,(and(then(
read(a(summary(of(the(same(text(that(includes(some(missing(
key(words(without(referring(to(the(text.(Students(must(
restore(the(missing(words(from(the(original(text.((

!  Does(not(test(the(writing(ability.((

!  Scoring(can(be(done(by(following(the(same(process(as(in(
cloze(or(gapPfilling(tests.((

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 21(

Sample gapped summary test 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 22(
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Dichotomous items  
(True-false technique) 
!  Whether(the(given(statement(is(true(or(false(

!  The(ease(of(construction(makes(this(technique(popular.((

!  Easy(to(design(and(score.((

!  Also(machinePmarkable.(

Problem: a 50% possibility of guessing the right answer without 
comprehending the target text.  

Solution 1: add one more statement such as ‘not given’ and 

reduce this chance to 33.3%. However, such statements actually 
tend to test the ability of inferring meaning rather than 

comprehension.  

Solution 2: ask them firstly to state whether the statements are 
true or false, and secondly to correct the false ones. 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 23(

Sample dichotomous items 
(After)reading)an)article)about)Çanakkale.))

Are(the(sentences(‘Right’((A)(or(‘Wrong’((B)?(If(there(is(
not(enough(information(to(answer(‘Right’(or(‘Wrong’,(
choose(‘Doesn’t(say’((C).((

! $The$air$is$polluted$in$the$Gulf$of$Edremit.$

((A)Right ((((((B)Wrong ( (C)Doesn’t(say(

! $The$shores$are$always$very$crowded$in$Çanakkale.$$

)))A)Right ((((((B)Wrong ( (C)Doesn’t(say(

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 24(
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Editing tests 
!  Identify(the(errors(and(correct(them.(

!  Similar(to(proofPreading(tasks(in(real(life.(

!  The(nature(of(the(error(identifies(whether(it(is(testing(the(
reading(skill(or(linguistic(ability.((

!  Delete(a(word(from(the(text(without(replacing(it(with(a(gap(
and(ask(testPtakers(to(find(out(and(write(the(missing(word(in(
the(place(it(belongs.((

!  Criticised(since(they(provide(wrong(information.(

!  The(tests(takers(may(be(given(points(for(each(error(that(they(
identify.((
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Sample editing tests 

Editing tests consist of passages in which error have been 
introduce, which the candidate has to identify. These errors 
can been in multiple-choice format, or can be more open, for 
example by asking candidates to identifying one error per line 
of text and to write the correction opposite to the line. The 
nature of the error will determine to a larger extent whether 
the item is testing the ability to read, or the more restricted 
linguistic ability. 

Editing tests consist of passages which errors have 
been introduced, which the candidate has identify. 
These errors can be in multiple-choice format, or can be 
more open, by asking candidates to identify one error 
per line text and to write the correction opposite the line. 
The nature of the error will determine to a large extent 
whether the item is testing the ability to read, or a more 
restricted linguistic ability. 

1) ______ 
2) ______ 
3) ______ 
4) ______ 
5) ______ 
6) ______ 
7) ______ 

1) ______ 
2) ______ 
 
3) ______ 
4) ______ 

errors 
introduced 
be 
identify 
----- 
large 
a 

in 
to 

of 
for example 
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Question and answer tests 
!  Check(the(comprehension((

!  In(open'ended$questions,(testPtakers(are(asked(to(write(

down(every(detail(related(with(the(question.(

!  The(marking(process(in(closed$questions)is(easier(since(

there(are(fewer(possible(correct(answers.(

!  Decide(whether(to(take(into(account(or(ignore(grammatical(

mistakes.(

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 27(

Sample question and answer 

Open-ended question 

!  Where did Frances & Michael meet for the 
first time? Describe Michael’s feelings at 
that time. 

Closed question 

!  What does Michael do when something bad 
happens? 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 28(
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Short-answer tests 
!  Draw conclusions & answer, not just responding ‘yes’ / ‘no’.  

!  Extremely useful for testing comprehension. 

!  Tests the ability to identify referents. 

!  A semi-objective alternative to MCQs. 

!  One needs to understand the text to write the right answer. 

!  Difficult to construct since the tester needs to see all possible 

answers.  

!  The best short-answer questions are those with a unique correct 

response. 

!  Scoring the responses depends on thorough preparation of the 

answer-key. 
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Sample short answer test 
It(was(almost(midnight.(John(was(still(awake(because(he(
did(not(have(to(get(up(early(in(the(morning.(His(favourite(
actor’s(movie(on(TV(had(just(finished.(The(bell(rang.(He(
opened(the(door.(It(was(his(flatPmate,(Tom.(He(had(
forgotten(his(keys(at(home(in(the(morning.(He(seemed(
too(tired(to(chat(with(John(so(he(went(to(bed(as(soon(as(
possible.(John(felt(lonely(and(decided(to(go(to(bed.(He(
went(to(the(bathroom(and(brushed(his(teeth.(When(he(
came(into(his(bedroom,(he(noticed(some(candies(on(the(
table.(He(ate(a(few(of(them.(The(candies(reminded(him(of(
his(childhood.(Since(he(did(not(want(to(sleep,(he(decided(
to(look(at(some(old(photos.(He(felt(sad(when(he(saw(his(
exPgirlfriend(Laura(in(a(photo.(He(remembered(the(days(
they(had(spent(together.(He(checked(his(watch(and(went(
to(bed.((
Question: What is the relationship between John and Tom? 

Expected answer: Flat-mates. 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 30(
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Matching 
!  Two(sets(of(stimuli(to(be(matched(against(each(other.(
!  MultiplePmatching(items(are(similar(to(MCQs(since(there(are(
distractors.((

!  Each(item(acts(as(a(distractor(except(one.((

!  Since(there(is(only(one(final(choice,(giving(more(alternatives(
than(the(matching(task(requires(is(more(sensible.(

!  They(are(difficult(to(construct(because(of(the(need(to(prevent(

unintentional(choices.((
!  Criticised(since(they(offer(distractors(that(the(testPtakers(
would(not(otherwise(consider.((

!  Easy(to(score(as(the(testPtakers(gain(points(for(each(correct(
matching.((

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 31(

Sample matching task 
You$are$going$to$read$a$magazine$article$about$computerised$
patients.$Choose$from$the$list$(A5H)$the$sentence$which$best$
summarises$each$part$(156)$of$the$article.$There$is$one$extra$
sentence$which$you$do$not$need$to$use.$There$is$an$example$at$the$
beginning$(0).$(

A  It is now possible to show patients what will happen to them 
during surgery. 

B  The amount of information meant that it was impossible to 
send quickly. 

C  Very realistic images will help prevent errors during surgery. 
D  A donated body made it all possible. 

E  Doctors are now looking for more bodies to put on computer. 
F  The ease with which the disk can be used means it is very 

popular. 

G  The tiniest details were put on camera for the computer image. 
H  Movement of the body image will aid surgery. 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 32(
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Sample matching task 

Read$the$text$and$match$the$
places$1'6$on$the$map$with$the$
sentences$about$the$ride.$
$
a)The(author(and(Cem(met(for(the(
first(time.)
b)They(had(their(first(break..)
c)They(spent(the(night.)
t))They(had(tea.)
e)They(had(sandwiches.)
f((They(had(their(last(break.((

After a text about a ride 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 33(

Ordering tasks 
! Putting(the(scrambled(words,(sentences,(

paragraphs(or(texts(into(correct(order.(

! They(test(the(ability(to((

! detect(cohesion,((

! overall(text(organisation(or((

!  complex(grammar.(

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 34(
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Problems in ordering tasks 
Problem 1: There may appear another sensible order different 
from the tester’s. 

Solution: Accept all sensible orders or rewrite the text in order to 

provide only one possible order. 

Problem 2: How to mark to those who answer half of the text in the 
correct order. 

Solution 1: Mark them wholly correct or wholly right but when they 

are marked in terms of partial credit, then the marking process 
becomes unrealistically complex and error-prone. 

Solution 2: Mark them according to Weighted Marking Protocol. 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 35(

Sample ordering task: the text 
It(was(almost(midnight.(John(was(still(awake(because(he(did(
not(have(to(get(up(early(in(the(morning.(His(favourite(actor’s(
movie(on(TV(had(just(finished.(The(bell(rang.(He(opened(the(
door.(It(was(his(flatPmate,(Tom.(He(had(forgotten(his(keys(at(
home(in(the(morning.(He(seemed(too(tired(to(chat(with(John(
so(he(went(to(bed(as(soon(as(possible.(John(felt(lonely(and(
decided(to(go(to(bed.(He(went(to(the(bathroom(and(brushed(
his(teeth.(When(he(came(into(his(bedroom,(he(noticed(some(
candies(on(the(table.(He(ate(a(few(of(them.(The(candies(
reminded(him(of(his(childhood.(Since(he(did(not(want(to(
sleep,(he(decided(to(look(at(some(old(photos.(He(felt(sad(
when(he(saw(his(exPgirlfriend(Laura(in(a(photo.(He(
remembered(the(days(they(had(spent(together.(He(checked(
his(watch(and(went(to(bed.((

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 36(
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The ordering task 
Put)the)scrambled)sentences)into)the)correct)order)
that)they)happen.)
(…..))John(ate(some(candies.(
(…..))John(felt(sad.(
(…..))Tom(went(to(bed(and(John(felt(lonely.(
(…..))John(watched(his(favourite(actor’s(movie(on(TV.(
(…..))John(remembered(his(childhood.(
(…..))The(bell(rang(and(Tom(came(home.(
(…..))John(looked(at(photos.(
(…..))John(brushed(his(teeth.(

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 37(

Correct order of the task 
(5))John(ate(some(candies.(
(8))John(felt(sad.(
(3))Tom(went(to(bed(and(

John(felt(lonely.(
(1))John(watched(his(

favourite(actor’s(movie(on(
TV.(

(6))John(remembered(his(
childhood.(

(2))The(bell(rang(and(Tom(
came(home.(

(7))John(looked(at(photos.(
(4))John(brushed(his(teeth.(

(1) John watched his 
favourite actor’s movie on 
TV. 

(2) The bell rang and Tom 
came home. 

(3) Tom went to bed and 
John felt lonely. 

(4) John brushed his teeth. 

(5) John ate some candies. 

(6) John remembered his 
childhood. 

(7) John looked at photos. 

(8) John felt sad. 
Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 38(
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(1) The bell rang and Tom 
came home. 

(2) Tom went to bed and John 
felt lonely. 

(3) John brushed his teeth. 
(4) John ate some candies. 
(5) John remembered his 

childhood. 
(6) John looked at photos. 
(7) John felt sad. 
(8) John watched his favourite 

actor’s movie on TV. 

A fictitious student’s answer 

(4) John ate some candies. 
(7) John felt sad. 
(2) Tom went to bed and John 

felt lonely. 
(8) John watched his favourite 

actor’s movie on TV. 
(5) John remembered his 

childhood. 
(1) The bell rang and Tom came 

home. 
(6) John looked at photos. 
(3) John brushed his teeth. 

(8) John watched his favourite 
actor’s movie on TV. 

MOVED ABOVE 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 39(

The formula of 
Weighted Marking Protocol 
(Razı, 2005) 

According(to(Weighted(Marking(Protocol,(previously(
mentioned(fictitious(student(gets(16(points.(

Score 1 = number of statements ‘minus’ number of corrections 

Score 2 = Score 1 ‘minus’ number of probable minimum score 

Score 3 = total amount of ordering task ‘divided by’ Score 2 

SCORE = Score 2 ‘multiplied by’  Score 3 

Testing(Reading(by(S.(Razı( 40(
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Readability analysis  
!  Measure(the(linguistic(complexity(of(texts(by(assessing(their(
difficulty(with(reference(to((

!  average(number(of(syllables(per(word,(

!  average(word(lengths,(

!  average(sentence(lengths,(and/or(

!  frequencies(of(words(that(appear(in(a(text.(

!  Fry’s(formulate(works(on(a(sample(of(100(words(which(come(
from(the(beginning,(middle,(and(the(end(of(the(text;(and(
calculates(the(difficulty(in(positive(correlation(with(word(
and(sentence(lengths.(
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The Flesch Reading Ease 
Readability Formula 

!  The specific mathematical formula is: 

!  RE = 206.835 – (1.015 x ASL) – (84.6 x ASW) 

!  RE = Readability Ease 

!  ASL = Average Sentence Length (i.e., the number of words 
divided by the number of sentences) 

!  ASW = Average number of syllables per word (i.e., the number of 
syllables divided by the number of words) 

!  The output ranges from 0 to 100.  

!  The higher the number, the easier the text is to read. 

!  90.0 - 100.0: easily understandable by an average 5th grader. 

!  60.0 - 70.0: easily understood by 8th and 9th graders. 

!  0.0 - 30.0: easily understood by college graduates. 
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The Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 
Readability Formula 
!  Step 1: Calculate the average number of words used per sentence. 
!  Step 2: Calculate the average number of syllables per word. 

!  Step 3: Multiply the average number of words by 0.39 and add it to 

the average number of syllables per word multiplied by 11.8. 
!  Step 4: Subtract 15.59 from the result. 

!  FKRA = (0.39 x ASL) + (11.8 x ASW) - 15.59 

!  FKRA = Flesch-Kincaid Reading Age 
!  ASL = Average Sentence Length (i.e., the number of words divided 

by the number of sentences) 

!  ASW = Average number of Syllable per Word (i.e., the number of 
syllables divided by the number of words) 

!  The score indicates a grade-school level (i.e., a score of 9.3 means 

that a ninth grader would be able to read the document). 
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For more on readability 
! Visit((
(http://www.readabilityformulas.com/(

! To(calculate(SMOG,(visit(
(http://webpages.charter.net/ghal/SMOG.html(
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Conclusion 

!  No)best)method)

!  Consider(the(advantages(and(the(disadvantages(of(

the(techniques(and(decide(which(one(is(the(most(

appropriate(technique(for(your(test.((
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